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A method is given for determining the conductivity of a heterogeneous system 

of matrix-filler type. 

We consider the thermal and electrical conductivities of a heterogeneous system in which 
one component (the filleO is randomly distributed in the other (.the matrix). 

If the components differ greatly in conductivity (by two or three orders of magnitude), 
then the contacts between the particles play a considerable part in the transport. For clar- 
ity we consider heat transport in a compound consisting of a resin (insulator) filled with 
conducting metal particles. We use a combination of the average-element method with perco- 

lation theory. 

The following is a qualitative description of the structure change as the volumeconcen- 
tration m m of the metal increases: initially there is the continuous bonding agent (e.g., 
polymer), and there are isolated groups oc metal particles, namely isolated clusters, but 
subsequently these clusters join up and form an infinite cluster, as shown in Fig. ic.* Any 
further increase in m m results in an increase in the volume of the infinite cluster, and at 
some concentration m m = (mm)max the entire volume of the compound V is occupied by the in- 
finite cluster. Data on the structure and properties of such compounds show that (mm)ma x = 
0.6, i.e., the entire volume V is uniformly filled with particles for m m = 0.6. Any fur- 
ther increase in the volume proportion of the particles only alters the particle packing and 
itself is possible only when a certain external pressure is applied [i]. 

On this basis, the determination of the effective conductivity splits up into two 
stages: initially we consider the conductivity of %c of the clusters consisting of contact- 

ing particles, and then the effective conductivity % of the compound. 

The metal particles are in contact in the compounds via thin layers of polymer, because 
the viscosity of the polymer is high and large pressures are needed to displace it from the 
contact areas, but high pressures are not used in preparing such compounds [2]. This fea- 
ture of the contact between particles (the thin polymer layers) influences the heat trans- 
port and causes the effective thermal conductivity % to be almost independent of that of the 

filler particles [3-5]. 

We incorporate the effects on % from the transport through the contact areas by describ- 
ing around a filler particle a polyhedron such that the faces are tangential to the points 
of contact (Fig. id). Then a cluster of metallic particles consists of polyhedra circum- 
scribed around the particles, and the thermal conductivity of a cluster will be equal to that 
of the average polyhedron. The number of faces in such a polyhedron is dependent on the 
average corodination number of the particles in a cluster. Normalization with respect to 
the volume concentration of the mixture is required, and this can be determined in the form 

my = gmm (I) 

where g = Vp/Vo is a normalization factor; Vp, volume of a polyhedron; and Vo, volume of a 

particle. 

In the case of a cube circumstribed around a spherical particle we have g = 1.91, while 
a hexagonal prism(coordination number n c = 12) around a spherical particle gives g = 1.56. 

The average-element concept [i] is used in determining the conductivity of a polyhedron 
drawn around a particle, in which that conductivity is derived from the conductivity of an 

*This is evident from direct observations, and also from computer simulation of such struc- 

tures [7-9]. 
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Fig. i. Structure of a compound in relation to filler concentration: a)m m < 
0.i; b) O.i < m m < mc; c) m m > mc; d) part of a cluster of contacting par- 
ticles. 

average element as shown in Fig. 2a. The geometrical parameters of this element are depen- 
dent on the mean coordination number n c and are [i] 

Y3 : V n c - -  |/n c, g~ : Ya/V~c h : | - -A1- -  I / |  - -  y~. (2) 

In turn, the coordination number is uniquely related to the concentration m2c: 

where ya : r3/r; y4 = r~/r; h = h/r; A~ = Al/r; ~l is the height of the thin layer in the 
contact zone between particles and m2c is the volume of polymer in a cluster of metallic par- 
ticles as referred to the entire volume of the cluster (mac = 0.4). 

We draw an auxiliary isothermal plane I -- I in order to determine the conductivity of 
the average element; then Fig. 2b shows the equivalent circuit for averaging their resistances~ 
where 

~--~). r 
R l =  --!---I ", R2= ~=nr-------~3 , R~= ~dn(r]_r~)O (3) 

G i c  

The expression for ~ incorporates the conductivity of the spherical part of the gap and the 
adjacent part of the particle up to the auxiliary isotherm I--I (Fig. 2a): 

2~ f 

0 �9 

Integration of (4) gives 

~t c = ~rX dB, 
where 

2 { [ (lq-A-]-- V I -- y~) 
B= O--v~)2 (]+-Et-v,,V1--~~) In ~-7+~.O-V]-yD 

(5) 

The equivalent circuit (Fig. 2b) indicates that the overall resistance Rc, on the one hand, 
is given by 

Rc-' ----- RT l +(Rl q-R2) -i, (7) 
and on the other by r 

~ = ~ 7 ~ , ~  ' (8 )  

where %c is the effective thermal conductivity of the average element. 

We equate (7) and (8) to get 

F ' B y ~  - 1 
~'c----%d[g~-- Y~ q- y~ ~ ( I - - h )  Bv~ J" (9) 

A model has been suggested [6] for an inhomogeneous system based on percolation theory; 
the following expression was derived for the effective thermal conductivity: 

~'=~'~ ~'~+~"~ 1--(l--~c)T~c + 2 1-(1-Vc)%.c 
where 
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Fig. 2. Determination of the thermal conductivity of contacting 
particles: a) average element; b) the equivalent circuit for con- 
nection of the resistances in an average element. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of the calculated effective thermal conduc- 
tivity of a compound with measured values. 

Here 

" S t ' =  [ m | l ~ - -  mcl~ / | ,6 1 
~ i__meg ] ,  meg=s /tc=(st~ -T , ~c=(mcg)  3 " s ~ = l - - ~ - - 2 ~ .  (11) 

I 

A:~ = S~c--  sic, / ~ c =  (m=g) ~ , ie s2e > sic, 
(12) 

Here mcg is the volume content of the filler at which a continuous group of particles arises. 

We note that %c has been derived on the assumption that the conductivity of a thin layer 
A1 is that of the matrix %d. In fact, the structural orientation of the polymer molecules 
at the surface may mean that A1 has conductivity %t different from Xd. However, the maximum 

possible difference A% = h t -- %d is small, i.e., 6 = l~t -- %dl]%d < i is small, and there- 
fore the effects of deviation of %t from ~d on the effective conductivity will be slight. 
Therefore, the assumption that Xt = hd does not appear to result in a substantial error in 
approximate calculations on the effective thermal conductivity. 

It is found that A1 varies from a few molecular layers to some tens of such layers [2]; 
direct measurement of A1 is difficult and no exact data on A1 have been published, There- 
fore, for the approximate calculation of % we assume Al = 0.05, and A1 can be refined by com- 

paring the calculated % with experiment. 

Therefore, the effective thermal conductivity is calculated in the following sequence: 

i) The geometrical parameters of the average element are derived from (2). 

2) The conductivity of the average element is derived from (9). 

3) The volume concentration is renormalized from (i). 

4) The effective conductivity is derived from (i0). 

These for~las were used in calculating the thermal conductivity of a compound as a func- 
tion of the volume concentration of the particles for mm of 0-0.6, and in a comparison with 
experiment [3-5]. For A1 = 0.05 the standard deviation of 64 results of measurement was ~* = 
0.133; the confidemce range was e = 0.043 for confidence probability p = 0.99 (Fig. 3). 

This average element therefore allows one to determine the contact conductivity between 
particles in a heterogeneous system~ Note that the shape of the contact area and the trans- 
port processes near the contact may vary, and therefore, the contact of an average element 
itself can vary. Figures have been given for average elements and the contact conductivity 
for granular systems [I] poured freely and after pressing and sintering. The results con- 
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firm good prospects for using average elements for determining contact conductivity in hetero- 

geneous systems. 

NOTATION 

%, effective conductivity of heterogeneous system; m m, volume concentration of discrete 
component; Xc,thermal conductivity for cluster; %, effective thermal conductivity; nc, coor- 
dinate number; %M, thermal conductivity of discrete component; %d, thermal conductivity of 
continuous component (polymer); A%, layer thickness in the contact zone. 
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DETERMINATION OF THE THERMOPHYSICAL PROPERTIES OF SEI~UONDUCTORS BY 

MEASURING THE SUPERPOSED GALVANO- AND THERMOMAGNETIC EFFECTS BY THE 

METHOD OF VARIATIONOF ACTION FACTORS 

I. S. Lisker and M. B. Pevzner UDC 536.2.083:538.665 

An analysis is made of the transients of superposed galvano- and thermomagnetic 
effects (GTME) in semiconductors. Formulas are obtained which permit determina- 
tion of the thermophysical properties. 

A method for the experimental investigation of kinetic effects in solids was proposed 
in [i], which is based on progranlned variations of the action factors (AF) prescribed in the 
experiment~ The possibility of a complete separation and recording of both the fundamental 
and superposed effects in the specimens under investigation is shown by using an example of 
determining the effects due to the action of temperature, electric, and magnetic fields. Only 
the steady-state values of the electrical quantities being recorded are here subjected to 
separation and subsequent processing. This circumstance narrowed the possibility of realiz- 
ing one of the fundamental statements of the AF variational principle -- obtaining themaximum 
quantity of information in one experiment for a given quantity of force fields therein. 

In this connection, we examined the possibility of obtaining additional information about 
the thermophysica! properties of the substances being studied by recording time measurements 
of the curves of the effects being superposed. For this an analysis was performed in [2] of 
the transient due to one of the effects being superposed (Ettingshausen), and it was shown 
that recording it actually permits the determination of the thermophysical characteristics 
of semiconductors. 

Since superimposed effects, different in absolute value, can be observed in an experi- 
ment by the method of T, E, H field variation, as a function of the properties of the mate- 
rials being studied, then performing a similar analysis for other affects as well is of es- 
sential interest. 
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